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Product information
The new Tungsram High Bay LED luminaire is an
exceptional mixture of value and performance.
The product range has been upgraded to reach
very high efficacy up to 177 lm/w and cover lumen
packages between 10,000 – 30,000 lumens. The
range includes DALI and various sensor versions,
such as the Nedap Luxon IoT Node, to enable
internet connection and wireless control of the
luminaire range. With the improved efficacy, wide
range of control options and higher lumen output,
the HB IP20 is an ideal choice to replace high watt
HID and T5/T8 LFL fixtures in high bay and low bay
applications, in industrial and commercial
buildings.



Product data

Mounting type Suspended

Brand TUNGSRAM

IP Rating 20

Certifications CE

Impact resistance IK08

Weight [kg] 4

DIALux description TUNGSRAM - Tungsram High-bay IP20 - 28000lm -
171W - 5000K - 80CRI - 93109202[SKU] -
Suspended

Dimmability Yes

Impact resistance (IK) IK08

Sensor No sensor

Dimensions 383*749*73mm

Performance data

Operating Voltage 220-240V

Ambient Temperature [°C] -30C to +50C

Rated LED luminaire efficacy [lm/W] 163.742

Rated input power (W) 171

Rated luminous flux (lm) 28000

Rated luminous flux [lm] 28000

Rated input power [W] 171

Rated correlated color temperature [K] 5000

Rated color rendering index (CRI) [Ra] 80

Optical data

Nominal beam angle [°] 120

Optic 120° Clear
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Electrical data

Controllability Nedap IoT Node

Logistic data

Product status Available

Shipment Standard

Photometric Data
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Tungsram is a registered trademark of
Tungsram Operations Kft.

tungsram.com

We in Tungsram Operations Kft. are constantly developing and improving our products. For this reason, all product
descriptions in this catalogue are intended as a general guide, and we may change specifications from time to time in
the interest of product development, without prior notification or public announcement. All descriptions in this
publication present only general particulars of the goods to which they refer and shall not form part of any contract.
Data in this guide has been obtained in controlled experimental conditions. However, Tungsram cannot accept any
liability arising from the reliance on such data to the extent permitted by law.
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